Introduction {#s0001}
============

Life may be a marvel and there's no unequivocal definition, but passing is cessation of all organic capacities that maintain a living being. Researchers have utilized physical sciences, counting quantum material science to clarify different marvels of life. The organic structures of a living being are subject to physical laws; for illustration, a life form is an open framework and must depend on its environment to a closed framework, and it takes after the moment law of thermodynamics by means of trade of data and mass and vitality. The infection called COVID-19, is caused by unused endemic crown infection (SARS-CoV-2), is odd -- and appallingly particular. A later consider concluded that individuals with sort A blood gather may have a better chance of contracting this modern crown infection than individuals with sort O do. A few individuals tainted with the SARS-COV-2 infection feel alright, whereas others -- indeed those who are sound and moderately youthful -- get exceptionally ill. The COVID-19 widespread seem have tainted 90% of the world populace and slaughtered more than 40.6 million individuals in the event that no moderation measures were put in place to combat it by the individual states all inclusive (Agarwal et al., [@CIT0006]; Ai et al., [@CIT0009]; Arshad Ali et al., [@CIT0017]). As labs closed down, universally a few thousand researchers are redeploying to battle crown infection. So distant 19,25,440 affirmed cases of COVID-19 have been confirmed universally with adding up to 1,19,718 passings, and in Italy more than 20,465 passings have been reported so far. In joined together United States of America, more than 5,87,155 cases tainted by COVID-19 have been affirmed, and number is still rising. As the COVID-19 flare-up quickly advances, inquire about work to create an immunization and to test antivirals and other therapeutics proceeds in parallel to other measures (Abbad et al., [@CIT0004]; Ahmed et al., [@CIT0008]; Boldog et al., [@CIT0019]; De Salazar et al., [@CIT0028]). At present, there are no effective drugs available for control of coronaviruses infection causes COVID-19. Currently, researchers are working for development of therapeutic drugs to treat infections from coronavirus and control death cases throughout the world. The three dimensional structure of the protease of SARS-CoV-2 for COVID-19 in complex with N3 (PDB ID: 6LU7) is available on RCSB protein databank (Alfaro et al., [@CIT0014]; Burley et al., [@CIT0020]; Daoui et al., [@CIT0026]). Our research group has established that noscapine is a chemotherapeutic agent for the treatment of drug resistant cancers, however, noscapine was also being used as anti-malarial, anti-stroke and cough-suppressant.

This work aims to contribute for the development of drug against the protease of SARS-CoV-2 to decrease the infection of coronacirus i.e. COVID-19. The authors screened designed noscapine and its derivatives against the protease of SARS-CoV-2. In this, the target protease of SARS-CoV-2 for COVID-19 (PDB id - 6LU7) was used to consider in screening protocol (Al-Johani et al., [@CIT0011]; Chandra et al., [@CIT0021]; Duan & Zhu, [@CIT0031]). Screening of designed library was done through iGEMDOCK and then screen the hit molecules based on bioactive score and 'Lipinski's Rule of Five' from the SwissADME and Molinspiration, web servers (Aaboud & ATLAS Collaboration, [@CIT0001]; Hsu et al., [@CIT0036]). Based on screening, top hit molecule was taken for molecular docking and MD Simulations. Through this, the binding affinity or change in binding free energy of newly formed drug--target complex was determined by simulations method and deviations measured on increasing temperature (Aaboud et al., [@CIT0002]; Adasme-Carreno et al., [@CIT0005]; Athir et al., [@CIT0018]; Goodsell et al., [@CIT0033]). Herein, MM-GBSA method was to calculate the change in enthalpy and the change in free energy for the formation of complex, number of hydrogen bonds (HBs) are determined to study the binding of the hit molecule with the protease of SARS-CoV-2 for COVID-19. A detailed study will provide an understanding to the design of antiviral molecules to inhibit protease of SARS-CoV-2 of COVID-19.

Experimental methods {#s0002}
====================

Target and ligand preparations {#s0003}
------------------------------

The three dimensional structure for the protease of SARS-CoV-2 of COVID-19 (PDB ID: 6LU7) was retrieved from RCSB Protein Data Bank (<http://www.rcsb.org/structure/6LU7>). Some missing atom and water molecules were removed in protein chains using Chimera and Notepad^++^. The library of designed molecules of noscapines ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}) was created using CS ChemDraw in cdx format and it was saved in .pdb format using Marvin Sketch.

###### 

List of designed noscapine and its derivatives.

   
  -----------------------------------
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However, the designed molecules were filtered against the protease of SARS-CoV-2 for COVID-19 based on total energy or binding energy (kcal/mol) of drug--target complex using iGEMDOCK (Kumar et al., [@CIT0039]; Singh et al., [@CIT0046]; Zhao et al., [@CIT0051]). Authors, used iGEMDOCK to understand the binding of noscapine and its derivatives with the target to find hit candidation. The absorption (% ABS) was calculated using the [Equation (1)](#M0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} proposed by Zhao et al. ([@CIT0051]). $$\mathbf{\%}\mathbf{ABS} = 109\operatorname{\,-\,}{\lbrack{0.345 \times \mathbf{topological}\mathbf{polar}\mathbf{surface}\mathbf{area}\left( \mathbf{TPSA} \right)}\rbrack}$$

The binding affinity of noscapine and its derivative with protease of SARS-CoV-2 of COVID-19 was obtained using ParDOCK, a web server (Gupta et al., [@CIT0034]). ParDOCK is based on docking scoring function, calculates energy based on [Equation (2)](#M0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\mathbf{E} = \sum\mathbf{Eel} + \mathbf{EvdW} + \mathbf{Ehpb}$$

MD simulations of protease of SARS-CoV-2 of COVID-19 with and without screened ligand were performed using pmemd modules of AMBER, utilizing the ff14SB force field (Çınaroğlu & Timuçin, [@CIT0025]; Skjevik et al., [@CIT0047]). The three dimensional structure of noscapine and its derivatives were drawn using CS ChemDraw and Marvin sketch. Their optimization of the hit was done by Gaussian 09 (Ali et al., [@CIT0015]; Chtita et al., [@CIT0024]). Additionally, the parameters of noscapines for molecular dynamics simulation were generated using antechamber module of AMBER suite utilizing Generalized Amber Force Field (David et al., [@CIT0027]; Roe & Cheatham, [@CIT0043], [@CIT0044]; Vora et al., [@CIT0048]). Different trajectories were drawn using the CPPTRAJ modules (David et al., [@CIT0027]; Roe & Cheatham, [@CIT0043]). The authors have analyzed the binding of screened noscapines with the protease of SARS-CoV-2 using trajectories to understand the stability and flexibility. The trajectories like root mean square deviation (RMSD), root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), HBs and change in binding free energy calculation will be determined by AMBER18 (Alexandrescu et al., [@CIT0013]; David et al., [@CIT0027]; Joshi et al., [@CIT0037]).

RMSD plot is usually used to understand the stability of the complex as in [Equation (3)](#M0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} while RMSF is used to understand the structural flexibility. $$\mathbf{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\mathbf{N}}{\sum\limits_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{N}}\left( {\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{i}}^{\mathbf{m}} - \mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{i}}^{1}} \right)^{2}} + \left( {\mathbf{y}_{\mathbf{i}}^{\mathbf{m}} - \mathbf{y}_{\mathbf{i}}^{1}} \right)^{2}{+ \left( {\mathbf{z}_{\mathbf{i}}^{\mathbf{m}} - \mathbf{z}_{\mathbf{i}}^{1}} \right)}^{2}}$$

Where *N* is the number of atoms, *x^m^*, *y^m^*, *z^m^* are the Cartesian coordinates of the initial structure and *x^1^, y^1^, z^1^* are the Cartesian coordinates of trajectory at frame *t*.

The RMSF equation is used to obtain the local structural flexibility and stability as in [Equation (4)](#M0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} (Pant et al., [@CIT0041]; Pereira et al., [@CIT0042]). These value are calculated based on equation given below. $$\mathbf{RMSF} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\mathbf{T}}{\sum\limits_{\mathbf{i} = 1}^{\mathbf{T}}\left( \mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{i}} - \overline{\mathbf{X}} \right)^{2}}}$$

Where *T* is the number of trajectory frames and $\overline{x}$ is the time-averaged position.

Relative change in binding free energy calculations {#s0004}
===================================================

Herein, MM-GBSA method is used to determine the change in enthalpy and change in free energy for the formation of complex, number of HBs to understand the binding of screened noscapines with the protease of SARS-CoV-2 of COVID-19 (Al-Anazi et al., [@CIT0010]; Chaudhari & Pahelkar, [@CIT0022]; Chinnasamy et al., [@CIT0023]; Du et al., [@CIT0030]). It is considered to be more precise and the accurate to determine the relative change in free energies. From trajectories of MD productions, the relative change in enthalpy terms of complex, target protein, drug and difference in drug--target-complex at 100  and 10 ns are calculated by the given [Equations (5)--(8)](#M0005 M0006 M0007 M0008){ref-type="disp-formula"} (Du et al., [@CIT0030]; Gao et al., [@CIT0032]; Hayes et al., [@CIT0035]; Kalirajan et al., [@CIT0038]). $$\Delta\mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{bind}} = \Delta\mathbf{H} - \mathbf{T}\Delta\mathbf{S}$$ $$\Delta\mathbf{H} = \Delta\mathbf{E}_{\mathbf{MM}} + \Delta\mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{solv}}$$ $$\Delta\mathbf{E}_{\mathbf{MM}} = \Delta\mathbf{E}_{\mathbf{internal}} + \Delta\mathbf{E}_{\mathbf{elec}} + \Delta\mathbf{E}_{\mathbf{vdw}}$$ $$\Delta\mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{solv}} = \Delta\mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{GB}} + \Delta\mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{SA}}$$

Where, Δ*E*~MM~ is the change of the MM energy in the gas phase, which include Δ*E*~internal~, Δ*E*~elec~ is the electrostatic energy and Δ*E*~vdw~ is the van der Waals energy, Δ*G*~solv~ is the solvation free energy which is sum of electrostatic solvation energy, Δ*G*~GB~ is the polar contribution, calculated by solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and the nonelectrostatic solvation Δ*G*~SA~ is contributed by non-polar part.

Results and discussions {#s0005}
=======================

Noscapine is a heterocyclic compound and based on benzylisoquinoline. It is an alkaloid and known for its antitussive activity since last 90 years. It possesses various functional moieties. Noscapine is an anti-cancer molecule and the half-life of noscapine is 1.5 to 4 h. This molecule is a non-competitive antagonist of bradykinin receptors. It is used to protect some organs against ischemia--reperfusion injury (Kumar et al., [@CIT0040]).

The designed library of noscapines was screened against the binding site of protease of coronavirus based on generic evolutionary method (GA). iGemdock give a molecule conformation and orientation relative to the active site of target protein and the GA parameters for screening: population size = 200, generations = 70, number of solution = 3. Based on screening results, it was found that noscapine (23B) effectively binds with COVID-19 and number of violations of Lipinski's Rule of Five is \<1.^42^ iGEMDOCK calculate the total binding energy of designed noscapine with protease of coronavirus and are summarized in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Screening results of few prominent noscapine based on total energy against protease of coronavirus using iGEMDOCK tools.

  Ligand   T. Energy   Ligand   T. Energy   Ligand   T. Energy   Ligand   T. Energy
  -------- ----------- -------- ----------- -------- ----------- -------- -----------
  23B      --118.652   15b      --108.526   15a      --102.645   30       --96.1478
  25B      --115.479   27       --108.06    13       --102.328   23H      --95.6639
  34       --114.496   26B      --107.919   24A      --102.041   15c      --94.9549
  25C      --113.261   24B      --106.265   46       --101.243   45       --94.8904
  44       --113.129   39       --106.183   25A      --100.895   21B      --93.845
  43       --112.93    23F      --106.096   14b      --100.456   29       --93.4034
  35       --112.841   36       --105.854   17       --100.34    33       --93.2549
  38       --112.655   26C      --105.594   23A      --100.054   24C      --93.1958
  23E      --111.351   32       --105.313   23G      --99.2819   14d      --92.3744
  23D      --111.031   20       --105.083   18       --98.1615   28       --92.2761
  20B      --109.709   23J      --103.999   31       --97.8445   21D      --92.1422
  37       --109.637   20A      --103.833   14a      --97.49     14c      --91.7612
  23I      --109.209   41       --103.3     26A      --96.9662   21A      --91.0008
  40       --108.584   23C      --103.214   19       --96.3373   21C      --90.6609

The binding energy is due to the energy contributed by different amino-acids or residues around the cavity of target protein on interaction with the screened molecule. These residues contribute energy due to different interactions like hydrogen bonding, vdW, electrostatic interactions, π-π stacking, etc.

Thus, the interaction contribution for screened hit molecule (23B) was analyzed through post screening approach of iGEMDOCK. The δ*G*~binding~ versus interacted residues of the binding were plotted as in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. The complex of noscapine (23B) has shown minimum total binding energy of --118.652 kcal/mol. The major contributions of interacted residues with 23B are ARG40, TYR54, CYS85, PHE181, ARG188, ARG40, TYR54, GLU55, MET82 and ASN84. Three dimensional structure of 23B is shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Interaction of the residues of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with CMPD23B.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0001_C){#F0001}

![The 3D representations of top hit noscapines (CMPD23B).](TBSD_A_1752310_F0002_C){#F0002}

From Lipinski's Rule of Five states that the noscapine (23B) showed good membrane permeability due to have LogP ≤ 5, molecular weight ≤ 500, the number of hydrogen bond acceptors ≤ 10, and the number of hydrogen bond donors ≤ 5 including % absorptions based on [Equation (2)](#M0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Further, the SwissADME Web tool was used to calculate physicochemical, pharmacokinetic, drug like and other related parameters for hit molecules as in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}. Moreover, for drug development targeting oral administration, the solubility is one of the key properties in the influencing of drug absorption (Kumar et al., [@CIT0039]; Yuan et al., [@CIT0050]). Thus, sparingly soluble drugs can deliver an enough quantity of active ingredient into target site in the pharmaceutical dosage. It was observed that the CMPD23B, the hit molecule follows all the parameters of drug likeness score with one violation. In the criteria of drug likeness, one or no violation is considered as a biological potent molecule.

###### 

Physicochemical and bioactive parameters of screened hit (CMPD**23B**).

  Properties                          Noscapine (23B)
  ----------------------------------- --------------------------------
  Log S (ESOL) mol/L                  3.90 × 10^--7^, poorly soluble
  Heavy atoms                         37
  MW (g/mol)                          568.41
  No. of rotational bonds             6
  No. H-bond acceptors                8
  Num. H-bond donors                  0
  Log P~o/w~**(iLOGP)**               4.29
  GPCR ligand                         --0.11
  Lipinski's rule of five             Yes; 1 violation: MW \> 500
  Log *K~p~* (skin permeation) cm/s   --6.30
  TPSA(Å^2^)                          75.69
  \% ABS                              82.88
  Bioavailability score               0.55
  Synthetic accessibility             4.71

In [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, the pink area of hit molecule, CMPD23B represented the optimal range for different properties like lipophilicity (--0.7 to +5.0), size less than 500, polarity, TPSA (20 to 130 A^2^), solubility *\<*6 and flexibility \<9. The area of the screened noscapine derivative is proven to be a useful descriptor in the drug development to quickly estimate some ADME properties.

![Physiochemical space for oral bioavailability score enables a first glance at the drug-likeness of a molecule.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0003_C){#F0003}

Based on screening results, top hit molecule i.e CMPD23B from of designed library was used for molecular docking. In docking study, prepared target protein and drug molecule were loaded into ParDOCK, a web server. Thus, the selection of best conformations was done on the basis of interaction energy or binding affinity between two interacting system. Docking results theoretically proved interacted residue around drug molecules with their distance cutoff are HIE163-*H* = 4.50, HIE163-*O* = 3.01, HIE163-Ar = 6.05, SER147-*H* = 3.65, MET49-Ar = 7.79, GLY143-*O* = 3.65, ASN142-*O* = 4.47, ASN142-*H* = 3.39, HIE164-*H* = 4.23, HIE164-*H* = 6.20, SER144-*H* = 3.88, SER144-*O* = 4.03, HIE41-Ar = 7.83, MET165-Ar = 5.16, CYS145-*O* = 3.93 and CYS145-Ar = 3.91, respectively, as in [Figure 4(a)](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}. After successful generation of docking, the docked poses were analysed into active site of target protein is mentioned in [Figure 4(b)](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}. Docking results of the docked ligand (N3) available in the PDB: 6LU7 interacted with the residues with their distance cutoff are HIS163-*H* = 5.24, GLY143 = 3.56, HIS164 = 6.32, GLN189 = 4.69, GLU166 = 4.97, PRO = 4.37, ALA191 = 5.31, LEU167 = 5.32, HIS172 = 5.49, respectively, as in [Figure 4(c)](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} and the docked pose is given in [Figure 4(d)](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) & (c) shows the interaction of top hit molecule (23B) and N3 with protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 and (b) & (d) are Docked pose of hit molecule (23B) and N3 into the defined cavity.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0004_C){#F0004}

In [Figure 4(a)](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, the dotted light green lines are showing hydrogen bond interaction with protease of coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) while the other one does not. Apart from this, the residue HIE41 forms π-π T-shaped stacking with aromatic ring of molecule. Moreover, MET49 forms π-sulfur interaction and MET165 also forms a π-alkyl interaction with aromatic ring of the molecules. Other interactions are marked with blue dotted lines in the form of van der Waals interactions and π-donor hydrogen bonds. Here, three residues of backbones participates in the hydrogen bonding (Agarwal et al., [@CIT0007]; Alamri and Alamri, [@CIT0012]; Ali & Shar, [@CIT0016]; Scott & Ron, [@CIT0045]). The hit molecule (CMPD23B) apart from forming the hydrogen bonds binds in the hydrogen accepter favorable, hydrogen donor favorable region, various stacking occurs in electrostatic favorable regions and van der Waals interactions in the region of steric favorable with protease of coronavirus as in [Figure 5(a--d)](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}.

![Various molecular interactions between CMPD23B and protease of SARS-CoV-2 are observed in different favorable regions (a) Electrostatic favorable; (b) Steric favorable; (c) Hydrogen accepter favorable; and (d) Hydrogen donor favorable.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0005_C){#F0005}

Isothermally MD simulations {#s0006}
---------------------------

The MD simulations of drug--target complex were effectively run for 100 ns time scale. In order to measured structural stability of the newly formed complex and difference of the stabilities in the protease of corona virus with and without molecule (Do et al., [@CIT0029]). In MD simulations, authors have calculated the RMSD values of the backbone atoms relative to the complex structure through MD simulations as a function of time in [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}. It was seen that the complex of CMPD23B is stable til 83 ns time scale. For the complex system with 23B molecules, the average value of RMSD in ff14SB force field is 0.89 to 2.81 Å observed at 100 ns time scale. While the apo system without 23B molecules, the RMSD value with same field is 0.86 to 3.87 observed at 100 ns scale. This showed that the trajectories of the MD simulations for the drug--target complex were more stable before 83 ns, so it was to do the HBs calculation and free energy decomposition based on the snapshots extracted for 100 ns.

![RMSD plot of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with and without CMPD**23B** as a function of time.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0006_C){#F0006}

Further, the detailed analysis of newly formed drug--target complex through root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) versus the residue number of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 for top hit molecule is represented in [Figure 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}. It was observed that the complex of protease of coronavirus with 23B possess less fluctuations and indicates the interaction mode of the 23B with residues of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19. Moreover, the residues of binding site regions are HIE163, SER147, MET49, GLY143, ASN142, HIE164, SER144, HIE41, MET165 and CYS145 had showed a rigid behaviour with hit molecules. In short analysis, the RMSF plot indicates structural stability drug--target complex system is more stable under the influence of ff14SB force field than native protease of coronavirus for COVID-19.

![RMSF plot of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with and without CMPD**23B** at 100 ns time scale.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0007_C){#F0007}

RMSD plot can be used to understand the deviations between the crystal structure of protease of coronavirus of COVID-19 and the 23B-protease of coronavirus complex for 100 ns time scale. In [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}, the complex system before 83 ns showed minimum deviations and will be more structural stable. These results basically agree with the RMSD and RMSF analyses, it is used to determine the number of hydrogen bonds, enthalpy of complex system and decomposition of free energy .

MM-GBSA methods {#s0007}
---------------

In order to further explore the docking results, MD simulations at 100 ns for the complex between the protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 and CMPD23B were performed and the results were performed using different trajectories like number of hydrogen bonds, distance and angle of hydrogen as in [Figure 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}. The total numbers of average hydrogen bonds in MD simulations are calculated. Herein, two hydrogen bonds are formed in the complex in MD simulation. The average number of HBs of 23B at per residue different donor--acceptor average distance cutoffs is 2.86 (strong bonding) with larger average angle 159.68°. Change in enthalpy for the complex of protease of COVID-19 and 23B for MD simulation of 100 ns was determined and the plot is given in [Figure 9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}. Change in enthalpy was found to be --35.65 kcal/mol as given in [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}.

![Number of hydrogen bonds of the complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with **23B** as a function of time are retained or broken during simulation time scale 100 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0008_C){#F0008}

![Enthalpy of the complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulation of 100 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0009_C){#F0009}

###### 

Enthalpy for the formation of complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B from MD simulation for 100 ns. \[d- CMPD23; t-protease of coronavirus for COVID-19\]

  Energy Component   Complex (dt)   Receptor (t)   Drug (d, 23B)   d-t-dt complex (kcal/mol)
  ------------------ -------------- -------------- --------------- ---------------------------
  VDWAALS            --2437.68      --2381.69      --8.13          --47.85
  EEL                --21,507.44    --21,475.56    --22.77         --9.11
  ΔEGB               --3020.72      --3019.65      --27.30         26.23
  ESURF              105.42         106.24         4.11            --4.93
  Δ*G*~gas~          --23,945.12    --23,857.26    --30.90         --56.96
  Δ*G*~solv~         --2915.29      --2913.41      --23.18         21.30
  Δ*H*~total~        --26,860.42    --26,770.67    --54.09         --35.65

Non-isothermally MD simulations {#s0008}
-------------------------------

There is a need to understand the binding of the screened noscapine derivative, i.e., 23B with protease of SARS-CoV-2 for COVID-19 at different temperatures and it was done by performing the MD simulations at 10 ns. The temperature for the MD simulations was increased to 400 K from 300 K with an interval of 25 K. Different trajectories were drawn to study the impact of temperature (Wang et al., [@CIT0049]). RMSD can be used to understand the stability of the complex formed between the protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 and 23B. Various thermodynamic parameters were calculated at different temperatures with filtration. Through [Figure 10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}, it can be easily understand that the fluctuation is very large at 400 K as well go above 8 Å, therefore, it is unacceptable. So, the theremodynamic parameters at 400 K are not calculated.

![Non-isothermally RMSD plot for complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulations at 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0010_C){#F0010}

RMSF trajectories provide lots of information regarding the stability of the complex. High fluctuations in the plot indicate more flexibility as well the more of unstable bonds. On other side, low value or less fluctuation indicate well-structured regions in the complex means less distortion. RMSF plot indicate that minimum fluctuation or less distortion in protease of coronavirus is observed on binding with 23B as in [Figure 11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"}.

![Non-isothermally RMSF plot for complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulations at 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0011_C){#F0011}

Hydrogen bonding during the formation of the complex between the protease of coronavirus and 23B play an important role in the binding as well as stability. Detailed analysis of the hydrogen bonds between drug and target protein are predicted under the influence of AMBER force field. Numbers of hydrogen bonds formed are 2 in each case, i.e., at different temperature between the protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 and 23B as [Figures 12--14](#F0012 F0013 F0014){ref-type="fig"}.

![Number of HBs at 325 K for complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulations at 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0012_C){#F0012}

![Number of HBs at 350 K for complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulations at 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0013_C){#F0013}

![Number of HBs at 375 K for complex of protease of coronavirus for COVID-19 with 23B for MD simulations at 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0014_C){#F0014}

Different thermodynamic parameters like change in enthalpy, change in free energy for the complex of protease of coronavirus of COVID-19 and 23B for MD simulation of 10 ns were determined and the plot is given in [Figure 15](#F0015){ref-type="fig"} and details is given in [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

![Enthalpy of the complex of protease of coronavirus of COVID-19 and 23B at different temperature for MD simulation of 10 ns.](TBSD_A_1752310_F0015_C){#F0015}

###### 

Thermodyanamic parameters for the formation of complex at different temperature.

  Energy component       At 325 K    At 350 K    At 375 K
  ---------------------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  Δ*H* (kcal/mol)        --39.2085   --38.3836   --33.7549
  --*T*Δ*S* (kcal/mol)   --32.0505   --31.3690   --33.2348
  Δ*G* (kcal/mol)        --7.1580    --7.0147    --0.5201

Based on [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, it can be understand that Δ*H* and Δ*G* are favorable for the formation of complex at 235 K.

Conclusion {#s0009}
==========

Based on the results mentioned above, it can easily understand that the noscapine derivative, 23B has the ability to bind with the protease of coronavirus of COVID-19 effectively at 300 K. Further, the binding of 23B was studied at different temperature and found that the binding is best at 325 K. 23B has the potential to inhibit the protease of coronavirus of COVID-19 and effectively at 325 K. It has the possible to act as antiviral agent.
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